More info for 6-8 Day Sea Kayaking
What you need to bring
 Sleeping bag (comfortable to 0 Celsius)
 Full-length pad.
 day bag
 light weight rainwear and windbreak for paddling
 bathing suit, or short wet suit for paddling
 shoes and socks
 sandals
 sun hat

shirt, pant





short, synthetic underwear( capilene ) top and bottom.
sun block
sun glasses
small flash light and batteries

Climate:
Each expedition dossier contains fully detailed information in this matter however consider that
temperature varies from 5ºC and 30ºC in summer season (Dec-Feb).
Other trip features :
The wildlife you may be able to observe are mainly: dolphins, penguins, sea lions and many sea birds
such as: pelicans, ferns, herons, blackneck swans and others. The typical dish of Chiloé is the "Curanto"
which consists of a wide shallow hole digged in the earth where hot stones are placed; after onion, garlic,
salt and orénago; then raw mussels, clams and barnacles are placed and covered with plenty of white
wine; finally the last layer is composed of smoked pork, sausages, cooked chicken and potatoes. Each
different layer is separated with big fern-like leaves (nalca leave) and above all dry sand is shovelled to
keep the heat. The food is served outside.
Support boat:
Our wooden support vessel was built by traditional ship builders of Chiloe, famous for building ships
specially adapted to these waters. The maritime heritage of this region called for sturdy ships that would
transport people and goods throughout the channels and islands of the Chiloe archipelago. Our local full
time crew of three (captain, first mate, cook) ensure our safety and add a cultural touch to our trip that can
only be experienced with people who have lived their entire lives in these waters. The ship is directed
from a bridge with all of the necessary navigational equipment and radios, to maintain constant contact
with our sea kayaking guides. The interior of the ship is an ample space that can comfortably shelter up to
10 people, with a galley that prepares sumptuous meals of fish, shellfish and other local specialties. Other
on board amenities include a bathroom, ample space on the deck to enjoy the outdoors, a support dinghy
with an outboard motor as well as space to store all of our sea kayaks and equipment.

